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GRIGRI watches, a new micro-brand of tailor-made watches with a
daring concept!
Its promise: to offer everyone the opportunity to wear a unique
timepiece on their wrist.
Founded by, Clémence Hellebronth, a young French woman living in
Budapest, in the heart of Europe, GRIGRI watches was born from the
idea that personalization becomes the new Grail of Fashion and will
become one of the industry standards.
GRIGRI watches fulfills this expectation in the watchmaking field
with its personalized and limited edition watches.
Leading watches Kft, the owner of the GRIGRI watches brand, has
developed an innovative manufacturing method that allows them
to personalize even the smallest details of the watches they make
for their customers. The most passionate can go so far as to create
the dial of their watch themselves using a vector graphic drawing
tool. Those who have a real passion for watchmaking can even
assemble their watch themselves thanks to the kits offered on the
online store. The imagination is the only limit, creating the watch of
your dreams is now possible.
GRIGRI watches also offers a collection of watches developed by
our artistic teams, the main elements of which (movement,
bracelet, engraving and even hands) remain fully customizable and
can serve as a working basis for the development of an equally
exclusive watch.
We have worked together with our suppliers to offer customers
excellent value for money to make these jewels accessible to as
many people as possible. We are offering a Quartz version at 249
euros and an automatic mechanical version at 399 euros, VAT and
transport included.
And to top it off: our watches are all handcrafted in Europe by
talented craftsmen. We assure their deliveries in the whole world
without additional costs and because we are sure of their quality:
we guarantee them 2 years.
Other questions? Do not hesitate to join us on
grigri-watches.com and our teams will be happy to answer them.
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